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Abstract

The enclosure of commons and open fields was carried out by many different methods over a long period of time. Traditionally, enclosure methods have
been thought to have replaced one another chronologically, unity of possession being replaced by agreements, which were in turn replaced by Acts of
Parliament in the mid-eighteenth century. Recent research has however revealed the continuing importance of non-parliamentary methods in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In light of this it is necessary to examine the reasons behind the selection of a particular method of enclosure, which
will be attempted in this paper. It is found that the most formal, and thus most expensive, methods were used only when necessary in order to avoid
conflict or legal ambiguity, or where specific local problems required them. Less formal methods were preferred where the circumstances were
appropriate. Parliamentary enclosure was used as a particularly formal type of enclosure in the most complex or contentious situations.
� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Enclosure is one of the most important events in recent landscape
history.1 It occurred from the end of the middle-ages to the close of
the nineteenth century, varying in intensity both chronologically
and regionally.2 A large number of different methods were used to
achieve it, from informal piecemeal enclosure and unity of
possession to private Acts of Parliament. This paper attempts to
explain why such a large number of different methods existed and
why one method was chosen over another in any particular
enclosure. No study to date has examined this directly.

In theory the simplest enclosure processes were the informal
methods known as piecemeal enclosure, assarting and unity of
possession. Piecemeal enclosure occurred when individual farmers
purchased strips of open field arable next to their own in order to
fence off a small area. Assarting is similar but involves the intake of
small pieces of common grazing rather than arable. This could be

carried out by the lord of the manor under the Statute of Merton of
1236, by tenants with the lord’s permission or illegally by tenants or
freeholders.3 Unity of possession is also informal but affects an entire
township.4 It required that all properties, and therefore all common
rights, in a townshipwere held by one individual, whowas then free
to enclosewithout any legal barrier. All three informalmethods have
longhistories. Assarting is perhaps theearliest, having been common
in the thirteenth century.5 The other two are particularly associated
with the late medieval and Tudor periods,6 but recent scholarship
shows that they remained important up to the twentieth century.7

Enclosure could also be achieved by agreements between land-
owners. These ranged from informal, often unwritten, bilateral
agreements between neighbours to quite complex written docu-
ments. At their most complex they mimicked the processes of par-
liamentary enclosure,8 and were enrolled in Quarter Sessions or
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Chancery.9 Enclosure byagreement isusuallyassociatedwith the late
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,10 but aswith informalmethods
are now known to have been important in later periods as well.11

Finally, enclosure could be brought by a private Act of Parliament.
This was an expensive and lengthy process, but was particularly le-
gally secure.12 Parliamentary enclosure began in the seventeenth
century, but did not become common until around 1750. It remained
common into the nineteenth century. The process was not homo-
geneous over time. Recent research has demonstrated that General
Enclosure Acts of 1801, 1836, 1840 and 1845 were particularly
important in making the process easier and cheaper.13

Few studies have examined why one method was chosen over
others in any particular event. In many studies it is implied that one
method replaced another chronologically. One of the earliest pro-
ponents of thismodel was Tate, who implied that informalmethods
were replaced by agreements which were superseded by parlia-
mentary enclosures.14 Some investigations have supported this, as,
for example, Yelling found that piecemeal enclosure was more
common in the sixteenth century,15 while Beresford found that
unity of possession was most common in the late fifteenth century
and early sixteenth centuries, in contrast to the preference for
agreements in the seventeenth.16 More recently Wrightson has
suggested that as enclosure began to be used to introduce improved
mixed farming rather than to convert arable to pasture that agree-
ments were used with greater frequency.17 A chronological expla-
nation for different enclosure methods is even more strongly
implied in studieswhich examine the period after 1750. Often those
works which discuss the post-1750 period concentrate on parlia-
mentary enclosure, implying or explicitly arguing that this became
the dominantmethod after 1750. An important example is thework
of Turner who argued that an estimate by Kerridge that one quarter
of England had been enclosed by 1700 did not leave much room for
non-parliamentary enclosure after this time.18 This, plus a renewed
faith in the returns of inquisitions on enclosure suggested, Turner
argued, that high estimates of non-parliamentary enclosure post-
1750 must be incorrect. Similarly, Mingay claimed that parliamen-
tary enclosure accounted for the major part of the land enclosed
between 1750 and 1830, but that agreements may have been sig-
nificant at least in some parts of the country.19

Recent work is beginning to challenge this view by showing
that non-parliamentary methods continued to be important after

1750. Chapman and Seeliger produced a particularly detailed
study of Hampshire, Sussex, Dorset and Wiltshire. This showed
that only Wiltshire had a high proportion of eighteenth-century
and nineteenth-century parliamentary enclosure, the enclosure
of the other three relied at least as much as on non-
parliamentary means.20 More recently French has discussed the
loss of the townfields of Litchfield to piecemeal enclosure in the
early eighteenth century.21 Similarly, in north-west England
Silvester has found many instances of encroachment, and intakes
of commons in eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century court
leet records.22 Whyte also found four private agreements in
Westmorland in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,23

showing that it was not only piecemeal enclosure which
continued after the beginning of the parliamentary enclosure
period.

The use of different methods of enclosure in any one period
refutes the traditional model of one method replacing another over
time, though there clearly were general chronological trends to-
wards one method or another. This means that it is necessary to
explain why one method was used in any particular circumstance.
To date this has not been addressed directly, though some re-
searchers have speculated on a number of possible reasons. It is
likely that there was a preference for the cheapest methods,
meaning that the long and often expensive process of bringing a bill
through parliament or drawing up a formal agreement was often
avoided.24 Shannon has demonstrated this in early modern
Lancashire, showing that approvement and intakes, both types of
assarting in the classification used here, were the most common
types, with only modest amounts of encroachment, agreements
and partition, the latter two of which are formal enclosures.25 The
most formal methods were, then, used only where necessary. Some
studies have suggested that commons were often a particular
problem, for a number of reasons. Firstly, they were often inter-
commoned. Shannon’s study of Lancashire found that partitioning
was used to overcome this problem. Indeed intercommoning was
often the reason that the enclosure appeared in the court records
that he examined.26 It has also been shown that claims to commons
were more difficult to prove than those to arable. For instance
Whyte found that one hundred and nineteen claims to Quernmore
common, Lancashire were rejected by commissioners, and that
upland enclosures in general were more time consuming.27
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